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The uthor considers systems of differential equations with after-effect 
that camt8iB B srrll pu'wter as a coefficient of the derivatives. On 
the bssis of the sivon nmiform asymptotic stability of the degenerate 
system of differential eqmtions. md of the uniform steprise asymptotic 
stability of 8 oertrin smili8ry system, be establishes the anffom 
-totic stsbility of the original system. The problems are treated 
by the Llspumor-Chetaev El.2 1 method developed for systems of equations 
with after-effect by Krasorskii 13 1. It is mentioned that problems on 
the strbflfty of systems of differential equations with after-effect 
centriming s snll parameter were considered by Sl'sgol'ts f4 1. The 
Bream& work extends certain results of ~rsso~skff [5 3 to systems with 
&tar-effect, 

1. Iherr systems. We consider a system of differential equations 
with after-effect of tk form 

~=get(f) whem ro-e<*I_ti<4. YjO=?% (1-i) 

where p is r positire ml1 psrwter, and 8 is the delay constant 
(time lag). 
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d. 

Let US assume that the coe’fficients ail(t), hi,(t), ail(t), cjl(t), 

tl? 
(t), and Bj~(t) are continuous bounded functions of the argument t 

w lch have continuous bounded derivatives for values of t such that 

tO< t< 00. Furthermore, we assume that the following condition is satis- 

fied, 
&l(t). * .&(l) 

. . . . . . . . . >P>O 

d,,, (t) . . -d,,,,(t) 

The degenerate system of the original system has the form 

(1.2) 

2 = i aiz (0 xz + i bio (t) ys + i”: ail (t) xl 0 - 0) 
14 #=l l-1 

(i = 1,. . .) m) (1.3) 

(i = I,. . ., n) (1.4) 
r=1 l=l 

%O = &o(t) when to- 0 <t < to 

We denote by xi = xi(t, p) and yj = y.(t, p) the solution of the . 

system (l.l), and by the symbols xi = ni it), 
of the degenerate system (1.3), (1.4). 

and Yj = yj(#) the solution 

‘Ihe solution of the system of n linear algebraic Equations (1.4) for 

y1, . . . . y, has the form 

m 

ye = z1 %z (1) 51 VI + 2 rllr (t) x1@ - fJ) (8 = 1, - . *, n) (1.5) 
I=1 

Here As,(t) and y,l(t) are bounded continuous functions of t. 

Ihe substitution of the Expressions (1.5) into the first m Equationti 

(1.3) of the degenerate system leads to a system of III differential equa- 

tions with after-effect 

$ = f$ rik (t) Xk (t) + s %k (t) xk (’ - e, 
k-1 k=l 

Here ‘ilr(t) and rik(t) are continuous bounded functions of t. 

We will call the system 

-$ = i O?jo (t) ?Jo (i=l*...,n) 
0=l 

(W 

U-7) 

of n linear differential equations with variable coefficients, the 

auxiliary system of equations. 
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We shall show in the sequel that for sufficiently small values of the 
parameter p, and'iutder certain conditions, the trajectory of the original 
system (1.1) tends to the trajectory of the degenerate system of Equa- 
tiona (1.3) and (1.41, and we shall show also that the stability of the 
auxiliary systems implies the stability of the solution of the original 
system (1.1). 

Thooreln 1.1. Suppose that the following conditions hold for the 
systems of equations with after-effect (1.1) and for the corresponding 
degenerate system (1.31, (1.4): 

a) the system of differential equations with after-effect (1.6) is 
uniformly asymptotically stable; 

b) for every fixed value of o the systems of equations 

-$ ==i d&O)& (j= 1,. . ., n) 
Z3=1 

W 

with constant coefficients are asymptotically stable, uniformly in 
03Ctl),- 1 (or, what is the same thing, the roots of the characteristic 
equation ldjs -p&j81 = 0 satisfy the condition Re p < - A, h is a 
positive constant, ajs = 0 if j # a, and Sjs= 1 if j = $1. 

Under these conditions the following assertions are valid. 

11 Far every given 6 > 0, there exists a number p0 such that the 
following inequalities hold: 

I fi 0, I4 -xi(t) I< @I I Yj ttp P) - Yj (0 I < 8 when t > tl,‘p < PO (1-g) 

2) For sufficiently small pot the original system of differential 
equations with after-effect is asymptotically stable. 

3) For a given solution of the degenerate system (1.31, (1.4) and 
for every Q> 0, there exists a sufficiently small c(,, such that the 
number tl of the condition (1.9) differs from the number t0 by less than 
a given number 6 > 0 for all initial conditions /yj(to, p) - y,(t,)i <Q. 

Proof. le introduce new variables ti and qi bs means of the equations 

E* k cl) = q k P) -q(t) 
m 77% 

'Ij Ct. a) =YjttF Pf- 2 %j* ft) xa ttl PI- x Tjf (4 =f tt - 8, II) 

8=X s=1 

Let PS construct the differential equations of the disturbed motion 
which will be satisfied by the variables ti and "j. These equations must 
be constructed separately for values of t between to and t,, + 8, and for 
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t greater than to + 8. 

dEt tt, P) dz, k 14 dzj (4 
dt = dt -dt 

dVj (t* P) = dYj (tv P) dz8 0. 14 
dt dt 

dt - 

s=1 e=1 
m 

-x~tt-Oe, PL)-_CTjl tt) 
dzltt-08,t4 

dt 

I=1 

On the basis of these equations re have 

a) when todt-Sto+ 9 

dt 1=1 I=1 84 

dtlj tt> II-) 
dt = t i dj, (t) ‘Is (t* c’) - $ hjk(t) [i ‘k( (t) El (t* PI $ 

s=1 k=, 1=1 

+ 5 tk~tt)~~tt-~~ bi,- 2 m dhjk (t) m dTjl (t) 
-‘&(tv P,--x -El(t--er PI- 

I=1 k=, dt I=, dt 

- i ltjk @l[i 'kftt)q:ft) + 5 rkf(t)zf:ft - ~~]-~l~xkw- 

k=l f=l f-1 

i Ijk tt) i bk, tt) ‘la ttt p) (1.10) 
k=l a=1 

b) when t>tofCl 

d&i k 14 

dt 
= i ril 0) El (t, CL? + i ril 0) Et (t - 8, IL) + i b, 0) r18 0, ,4 

I=1 I=1 S=l 

dqj(tv IL) 

dt 
= $- i djs (t) qs ttv P) - : kjk(t) [i ‘kt (t) El (t, PL) + 

a=1 k=l I=1 

+ i $ tt) El tt - 8, + 2 m dkjk(t) m dTjl (t) 
- tk tt* p) - 2 -~le-e~ w- 

I=1 kc, dt I=, a 
- 5 Aj!,(t) [ i 'kf tt) Zf tt) + i $f @) zf ft - o)] - i v zk @) - 

k=l f=l f=l k=l 

m 

- 8) + x rlk o) xk tc - 20) - 
I 

m n m n 

(i.0) 
k=l a=1 l-1 E==l 
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For the proof of the theorem one must show that the solutions [i(tSp), 
rfj(t, ,uI of the systems (1. lot and (1.11) satisfy the following condi- 
tions: for every given set of numbers Q, c and a there exists a number 
pLo > 0 such that for the given initial values ci,, = 0 when to - 0 < t < 

*0* IVij I ’ Q* it is true that 1 ~i( t, /L)\ < C, \qi( t, 1111 < c *hen 
t >, f0 C S, provided p C pe+ 

By the hypotheses of the theorem, the system of dffferential equation% 
with after-effect (1.6) is uniformly asymptotically stable. Nence there 
exists for it a positive definite functional vi ~$~(6), (2C6)t . . . , 
6,(O), tl = v[ (fi(.6), #I for which the following inequality is valid 

and such that it% derivative, in view of (1.6). satisfies the inequality 

Furthermore, re have the inequality 

lim _I ’ [&il (B), ‘I- ’ l%i* ts)’ ‘I ’ 
II &il(‘) - %i,(‘) II ==caU%~wll 

@here cl, c2, c3 and c, are positive number%, and 23 (Section 33) 1 

(1.14) 

:e we note that in [3 (Section 33) 1, there is established the eristenc 
of a functional UC ~~(8). t I satisfying the inequalities 

where cl, cf, c3 and cc are positive numbers. and f\ r(6) 11 = sup 1 Xi(~~ I 
when - 8 G 6 Q 0. By consideration8 similar to those of [3 1, me can 
establish the existence of a functional satisfying the ineqaalities 
given here. 

From the second condition of the theorem it foflews that the %Y%tem 
(1.7) i% asymptotically stable, uniformly in 0, for all values of w 

and hence, there exirsts, for the system (l.?), a positive defiuite 
quadratic form r(o, ql, . . . , JI n)= ~(a, qj) whose total derivative is 
negative definite in view of the system (I_?) (when o = const). Hereby 
the partial derivative% &/if0 rfll be bounded and the ineouslities of 
the positive definiteness and negative definiteness of S(D, ?i) and 
(d~/dt)(~~~), respectively, will hold uniformly in o. 
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Let us construct a positive definite functional of the form 

’ It* Si (9)? rljl = ’ [Si (@)V tl + w ttV rlj) (1 .i5) 

We shall show that for small enough p the functional satisfies the 
conditions of the Theorem (31.4) of [ 3 (p. 195)l in the region 11 till > il, 

II Vj II > ‘1. 
The total derivative of the functional a[ t, gi(6). 7 i 1 has, in view 

of (1. lo), the form 

( 
du I’, Ei(‘), qjl dv [EC (‘1, ‘I 

> 
aw ttv rlj) 

dt dt (I.;) + F1 tt* Ei* rlj) + at + 

+,i “wzi,q”{$i djs(t)q, (tv CL) - i “ik(l)[5 ‘k~(t)~v(tt PL)$ 
j=l 3 6-l k=l I=1 

$2 lt) El tt - 8, p) m dTjl(‘) fk k p) - 2 - I=1 dt El(t--ev PI.- ,=I 
- i &jktt) [i 

m dhjkft) 

f=l 

‘kf it) 2t @) + 5 %f (l) “f tt - e)] - 2 - 
xk’t)- 

k=l f=l 
k=l dt 

-~l~Xt(t-OI- i ‘Tjt(tJdy- 5 kjk(t) i bkr(t)q,(t, P,} (i-16) 
I=1 X-1 En1 

Here, the symbol P1( t, ti, q j) denotes all terms of the derivative of 
the functional v[tt(6), tl, found by means of the first l equations of 
the disturbed motion (1.10). that contain as factors the quantities 

bil(t)ul(te P) + *.* + ‘ia(t)ua(t, CC)* 

Keeping in mind the properties of the functional o[ti (fi), t 1 and of 
the function I( t, “j), one can derive from (1.16) the inequality (1.17) 

all It? Ei (*I? qjl 
dt > (1.10) 

where M*, N,, N, and N, are some numbers. The right-hand side of this 
inequality (1.17) is a quadratic form in II pi 11 = p, and 11 “j II = 4 if one 
drops in it the next to the last term. 

For sufficiently small f~, this form Is negative definite. Aence, for 
such pL, the left-hand side of the inequality (1.17) Is less than zero 
outside a neighborhood of the point ci = 0, uj = 0. This reasoning Is 
analogous to that found in [ 5 1 . 
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In view of the fwater (1.11)‘ the total derivative 
a[$, f&, q,] till, for f > to + 8, have the fora 

of the fanctiodal 

Tbe symbol P,(t, si, qj) denotes here the terms of the derivative 
ofEi (4jj, tj which contain as factors the pttsatitiee Lil(f)ql(t, p) + 
. . . + b~aWrf*(k B)* 

From the Eqnation (1.18) one can deduce the falLowing ineclaalitY 

where Y*, N,, R2, N, and N, are som ntubers. 

Let 08 consider the cur’ves 

i rL’ft--81<~$3:Pt (1.20) 

s=1 s=1 

where g is some number, on these cnrves, the rfgbt-band side of <l.l9>, 
with the erclasfon of the one term containing NZ, can be treated as a 
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quadratic form in /iti11 = p. and l[pi I\ = o. From this it follows that 

for sufficiently small p the left side of the ineqaslity (l.IQ) without 

the linear term, will (on the curves 1.20) be less than sowe negative 

definite form in p and 0. This means th8t the function81 u[t, ei(6), 7 .I 
satisfies all the conditions of the Theorem (31.4) of [ 3 1 when (p 1 > k,, 

Ial ’ M,* where dl, is some number. 

One c8n show that as p tends to zero the region 1 p f > Ml, ft~ 1 > lf, 
outside of which the left side of the inequality (1.19) on the curves 

(1.20) is negative definite, also tends to zero, i.e. M, + 0 when p + 0. 

In consequence of this, the region Y < 1 ti\ , I < lqi 1 also goes to sero. 

Repeating now the arguments of the proof of the Theorem (31.4) of 

13 (p. 185) 1, one can establish the validity of the first assertion of 

the theorem. 

Next, we verify the 8sYmptotic stability of the system (1.1). For 

this purpose we consider two solutions of this system which differ in 

their initial oonditions, or two solutions of the system (1.10) with 

different initial conditions. He will denote these solutions by the 

symbols JiI(t, P), vjI(tt P), 8nd gi3(t* P)* qjQ(t, P)* 

Let us construct the differential equations with after-effect which 

must be satisfied by the differences of these solutions: 

ai (t. c’) = St1 0. P) - Ei2 (h P), 

On the basis of the Equations (1.21) and (1.10) we have 

dUi (t. p) m 
n 

dt 
= 2 rif 0) al (t. rft- 2 I at (t - 6, P) i- i bi, (4 8, (t, ~1 

I=1 1=1 S=l 

dPj V. PI 

Let us consider the positive definite function81 of the variables t, 

ai, and flj in the form 

u It. oi I@)7 Pjl = V [t3 ai (S)i + w(t7 Pj) (1.23) 

which was constructed as before (1.15). For sufficiently small valaes 

of the parameter p, this functional has a negative definite total 
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derivative d[t, ai(6), pj l/dt, evaluated by the use of (1.22). This can 
be verified in an analogous way as that used for the Equation (1.14). 
Hence, the functional (1.23) insures the asymptotic stability of the 
system of equations with after-effect (1.22). From the asymptotic sta- 
bility of the system (1.22) follows the asymptotic stability of the 
original system of equations with after-effect (1.1). 

It remains to show that as p + 0, the quantity 6 also goes to zero. 
Indeed, if p is sufficiently small, the derivative du[t. ti(6), 7 jl/dt 

will (in accordance with (1.16)) be a negative quantity, large in abso- 
lute value, provided p remains small. But at the initial instant and 
when t,, - 8 < t G to, the quantity p = 0, and it cannot increase much 
during the short period to < t < to + 6, (6 > 0) because of its 
integrabil ity. 

But since du[t, ti(‘H, qjl/dt is a negative quantity, large in abso- 
lute value. the positive definite functional u[t, pi, 7 jl has to de- 
crease very rapidly. This can occur, however, only under the condition 
that at a certain moment, u[t, [i(.6), qjl comes close to zero. This 
proves the theorem. 

2. Nonlinear systems. Let us consider a system of nonlinear 
differential equations with after-effect 

dx. 
1 =Xi[5,,Ykr51(t_e),tl, 

dt 
p $ = y, [xs, Yk, 51 (t - e), tl 

(2.1) 

.xi,, = gi, (t) when t, - 0 < t < t,, ~jo = bjo 
i, s, 1 = 1, . . ., rn 

i, k = 1,. . ., o > 

Here p is a small positive parameter, 0 is the constant time lag. 

xi [rs, yk, $1 (t - 0)~ tl = 

= Xi 1x1, x2, . . ., z,, yl, yz, . . ., yn, x1 (t - e), x2 (t - 9, . . ., 5, (t - e)+ tl 

= Yj [x~, x2, . . ., 5,, yl, p2, . . ., yn, z1 (t - e), x2 (t - e), . . ., 5, (t - e), tl 

Let us assume that the functions 

xi k?9 yk? xl (t - e)9 tly yj i&, yk, 52 (t - e), tl 

(i,s,l=l,..., m; i,k=l,..., n) 

have continuous bounded derivatives with respect to all their arguments 
in the region 1 xs 1 Q 00, ( ylr 1 < 00, to < t < 8, while 

D 0’1, Yz, . . . . Y,) 
D(YI,Y,, . . .e Y,) #O 
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'Ihe degenerate system for the EIquations (2.1), with p = 0, has the 
form 

dxi 
- = xi [%, Yk, 51 (t - fl), t17 
dt 

k’j 1%~ Yk, 21 (t - 0)~ tl = 0 

Zio=gio(& f,---<~t& (2.2) 

Let us suppose that the system of n equations YE xsj y , xl(t - 68, 
t] = 0 has a unique solution the set of functions Yj = fj xs, zl(t - 2 
e), t] which have bounded partial derivatives with respect to all their 

arguments (j = 1, . . . . 4. 

Let us substitute y. = fjK n,, 
tions (2.2). We thus 0 tain il 

xl(t - O), tl into the first m Equa- 

dxi 
- = Xi [z&&,z~ (t - e), t), x1 (t - e), tl = Fi [r,, x1 (t - e), tl dl 

Xi0 = gio(t) when to- eq < to (2.3) 

For the given initial condition, let us denote the solution of the 
original system (2.1) by xi= xi(t, a),,yi = yj(t, /L). For the corre- 
sponding initial conditions, we will denote the solution of the degener- 
ate system of Equations (2.2) by xi = xi(t),Yi=;Yj (t)=fj[X6(t)# xl(t- 

e), tl. 

Let us set up the differential equations of the disturbed motion for 
the given solution Xi = x.(t) 
the equations zi(t> = z.*tt> - 

of the system (2.3) by starting out with 
x.(t), where xi*(t) is the solution of 

the system (2.3) which ~orrespon& to the change of the initial condi- 
tions Axi,, = xi,,* - xi,,. We thus obtain 

dzt (6) 
dt =~~1~,(t)-f-~~:,(t),~~(t--ee)+~~~t--8),t~--~1~~~(t~,~~(2--8),t~= 

= xi (2, (4 + x8 w, h k(t) + ss vh p1 0 - f4 + x1 (t - f4, a zI (t - 0) + 

+ 22 (t - e),tj - xi 15, (4, h k (9, xl (t - farf, xi (t - eh 0 (2.4) 

Let us suppose that the linear approxi~tion of the system (2.4) is 

uniformly asymptotically stable, i. e. the following system is asymptotic- 
ally stable 

S==l f=l 
(2.5) 

where 
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(2.6) 

We will consider also the system of differential equations 

2 = yj (‘%v ?/ks 711 p) (2.7) 

where a, and yl have taken the places of n,(t), and rl( t - 0)) while /3 
replaces t . 

Suppose that for all fixed values 

one can find for the system (2.7) a constant synzaetric matrix A(os, yl, 
/3) which is uniformly bounded in ab, y, and /3, is positive definite, and 
is such that the syuzzetrized matrix 

(2.8) 

has negative characteristic numbers r j that satisfy the inequality 

rj<-7 npa IYjl < O” (r = const > 0) 

Under these conditions, any solution of the system (2.7) will be 
asymptotically stable (see, for example, [ 4 (p.313) I) for arbitrary 
initial conditions (yj,). 

Theorem 2.2. Let the following conditions be satisfied for the system 

of differential Equations (2.1).- 

Equations (2.5) 

of fixed values 
(2.7) symmetric 

1) lhe system of is uniformly asymptotically stable. 

2) For every set ad, y, and /3, one can give for the 

system of Equations matrices d(a., y z, /3) which are uni- 

formly bounded in us, y I, /3 and are such that the symmetrized matrix 

(B) ih (2.8) has negative characteristic values satisfying the inequality 
r.<-y (y- const > 0). Then, for small enough values of the parameter 
pi the solution xi(t, /I), yj(t p) of the system of Equations (2.1) will 
be uniformly asymptotically stable relative to small deviations xi0 and 
arbitrary deviations yjO; for any given numbers Q > 0, c > 0 there 
exists a number p,, > 0 such that the next inequalities hold 

1 zi.(t, P) - zi tt) I< ef 1 Yj (tp P) - Yj (4 I < e when t > tl (Q, 8) 
I Yj (to, P) - Yj (to) I < Q (2.9) 

provided p < pg. Hereby pa may be chosen so small that tl, of condition 
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(2.9), may differ from t O by less than any previously given number. 

Proof. Re will express the solution of the original system (2.1) in 
terms of the solution of the degenerate siystem (2.2) by aeana of the 
equations 

& ttS PI = xi ($* Ptf - $1 tt)t 'Ijttv Fl=Yj(f* P)-fjfx*tt* PI* 21ft-Off, P)t t] 

and the use of the equalities 

Let us construct the system of differential equations of the disturbed 
motion separately: 

when to<t<k+ W (2.10) 

4j tt* I”) ‘j tas* fth ik Ias+ (‘h aJ* tt - ah t) + qk (t, p). al+ (t - 8). t) 
dt = 

- 
P 

nhentt > to + 0 

dt ?k ft. P) + R, (&,I 
b==l I=1 
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In (2.10) and (2. ll), the symbols Ri(cs) stand for the terms that con- 
tain cl( t. p), c,( t - 8. p) and [l< t - 26, ~1) and their linear combina- 
tions raised to degree two or higher; the expressions 

represent Increments of the function Xi[xs, yk, x1( t - I!?), tl with re- 

spect to yh, expressed according to the theorem on finite differences; 
finally, a*(t) = xv(t) + [,( t, p). 

BY the 4potheses of the theorem, the system (2.5) is uniformly 
asYmptotically stable. Hence, just as above in Section I, there exists 
for it a positive definite functional v[ [I(6), I$~(&), . . . , 5‘,(t)), t 1 = 

VII 6i(lY)* t 1 which satisfies the conditions (1.12) to (1.14). 

In the second condition of the theorem it is assumed that for any set 
of fixed values 

there exist for the system (2.7) sYmmetric matrices A(av, yl, B which 
are uniformly bounded in as, y l and @, and which have positive character- 

istic values satisfYing the Equations (2.8). 

It is hereby assumed that the matrix ( B 1 jk has negative character- 
istic values that satisfy the condition rj < - y (y = const > 0). Hence, 
for the system (2.7) there exists a positive definite Liapunov function 

W(a,, T!, p, qk) = UJ (a,, r~, p9 11, 9% . . . I %)* ‘Ik= ?h- fk tasp 7~ P) 

whose total derivative, with as, yt and @ constant, computed on the 
basis of (2.7). will satisfy the inepaalities (18.22) of [3 (Section 

16) I= 

Let us construct the positive definite functional of the form 

U [i?, ci (6)~ qj] = f7 [&i (8). t] + w i2a (t)v 2l (t - 9). tv lljl (2.12) 

One can show that the total derivatives of this functional du[t, 
,fi(fj), t]/dt, computed with the aid of the anhem of equations of the 
disturbed motion (2.10) and (2.11) for sufficiently Small Values of ,e, 
will be negative in the region 
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IfiI>M* hj PM* M>O 

We will not write out explicitly the expressions for the derivatives; 
we note only that although the derivatives da/dt, computed on the basis 
of the equations of the disturbed motion (2.10) and (2.11). are of a 
somewhat more complicated form than in the linear case treated above, 
nevertheless, one can carry out the arguments on the estimate of du/dt 

in the same ray as before (Section 1). Even though one has to consider 
here functions which are not quadratic forms. the inequalities which are 
characteristic for quadratic forms still remain valid. Thus we come to 
the conclusion of the negative definiteness of du/dt outside the region 

Ifil> ‘* IVjl> ” or small enough values of Zhe parameter p > 0. 

Furthermore, just as for systems of linear equations. one can prove 
that the region 1 ti I > M, I qi I > M. M > 0 tends to zero when ~1 goes to 
zero. This helps to convince us of the correctness of the formulated 

theorem. 
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